Masterkey Premium
Building on Masterkey Professional, Masterkey Premium does more than simply meet your
real estate business needs. Masterkey Premium is designed to expand your real estate
business and take it to the next level. Manage a multinational real estate portfolio, administer
hundreds of staff and connect with global business partners anywhere, anytime with
Masterkey Premium. Connect with users around the world to share and cross promote
listings - all inside Masterkey.

Masterkey Premium gives you the power to:
Achieve and exceed sales and revenue targets.
Optimally organize and manage your business.
Track, monitor and analyze transactions and sales
performance.
Make better, more informed strategic desicions.
Achieve better financial management.

Synchronize information between you and
property portal partner.
Enhance data security.
Plan, execute and monitor marketing campaigns.
Efficiently manage contracts.
Save time and money.

Below are just some of the functions available in Masterkey Premium:
Manage properties in different countries
Manage your worldwide property portfolio easily
and efficiently on a single platform online.

Customized letter generation
Add a personal touch to client letters by
customizing all correspondences to your clients.

Build sales reports
Instantly build sales reports to track and analyze
individual or team performances and KPIs.

Automated commission claims
Streamline sales processes and save time and
money with automated commission claims.

Track payments in real time
Track all payments in real time to achieve better
financial management.

Text message updates
Take customer service to the next level by
keeping your clients informed and in the loop
with text message updates.

Client to property auto-matching
Save time and deliver value to your clients by
quickly matching them to their ideal property
according to key parameters.

Call center support
Complement the Masterkey online support
infrastructure with a dedicated call center to help
you with your questions.

Masterkey Premium is designed to make everything easier and far more intuitive for everyone in you
business.
Masterkey Premium is specifically designed to optimize and simplify your business. Masterkey Premium enhances
communication through out your organization. Realize true synergy by connecting offices, staff and partners around
the globe allowing your business to truly think and work as one.
Designed with the serious real estate professional in mind, Masterkey Premium will steer your business towards the
industry's best practices on one simple-to-use platform.

Find out more:
Visit us at www.gomasterkey.com or call us at +971 4 398 9739.

